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Industry and Society* 
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What are the effects on both industry 
and society of the decline in our nation's 
system of learning, especially in science 
and mathematics? 

High-tech industrial companies like Un
ocal, which has always placed a premium 
on the value of research, will be hurt sub
stantially! Unocal holds more than 1,400 
active patents and many more trade se
crets. A company like mine, with its em
phasis on development of new technology, 
depends greatly on an assured supply of 
bright, well-educated young scientists and 
engineers. Yet their availability is threat
ened by American schools that are turning 
out scientific and technical ignoramuses. 

In our society those who will lead our na
tion in another generation or less will lack 
the basic scientific knowledge necessary to 
make crucial policy judgments in such areas 
as environment, space, biotechnology, and 
my own field, energy. Equally important— 
and perhaps equally alarming—so will their 
constituents. 

How pervasive is scientific ignorance in 
our country today? Copernicus proved 
more than 450 years ago that the earth re
volves around the sun. Yet today, millions 
of Americans seem to think the sun circles 
the earth. Asked in a survey which goes 
around which, 21% replied incorrectly, 
and 7% said they didn't know. Less than 
half those who got it right knew it takes a 
year for the earth to orbit the sun; 17% 
thought it took only a day. 

That's far from the only example. In an
other survey, only 31% of those sampled 
reported what they considered a clear un
derstanding of radiation. Twenty-seven 
percent professed a grasp of the GNP, or 
gross national product. Twenty-four per
cent said they knew what computer soft
ware was. And a mere 19% thought they 
knew how their telephones worked. 

*Excerpted from an address delivered at a 
symposium on "Partnership for a Com
petitive California," Sacramento, CA, No
vember 18,1988. 

For whatever reasons, Americans have 
been turning away from science since the 
1960s. Back then, the United States was the 
world leader in the number of scientists 
and engineers per capita. Today, only 7 out 
of every 1,000 American collegians study 
engineering. In Japan, the ratio is 40 per 
1,000. More than half of our doctoral de
grees in engineering go these days to stu
dents from outside the United States. The 
same applies to doctorates in mathematics 
and physics. In our colleges and universi
ties, 1,600 faculty positions in engineering 
are vacant. Half of these jobs have gone 
begging since 1984. 

Industry must work 
closely with educational 

institutions and state 
and federal agencies 

every step of the way. 

Recent tests ranked U.S. fifth graders 
eighth overall among those from 15 coun
tries, and U.S. ninth graders 14th among 
peers from 17 nations. At the secondary 
level, results were even more dismal. 
Among students from 13 countries, the 
U.S. contingent in advanced physics 
ranked ninth; advanced chemistry stu
dents placed 11th; and advanced biology 
students were dead last. 

From my vantage point as president of 
the Science and Technology Division of 
Unocal, a three-word assessment of the sit
uation comes to mind: threatening, inexcus
able, unacceptable! Change must be rapid 
and radical. Scientific and technological in
novation is required for my company and 
industry in general to maintain productiv
ity and competitiveness. The way things 
are going, precious little of it will come 
from our own country a generation or so 
down the road—and that is a serious con
cern. My own company's experience 

serves to emphasizes the large degree to 
which industry relies on research. (See 
sidebar.) 

As I have indicated, a shrinking talent 
pool from which to draw in the future is 
not the only problem that educational de
cline poses for American industry today. 
This deficiency contributes tremendously 
to the unhealthy regulatory climate in 
which we must operate and with which we 
must cope. As more and more Americans 
leave school without even knowing what a 
molecule is (and as surveys show, they do 
not know) more and more Americans for
feit the ability to make rational judgments 
about public issues. The result is bad law-
bad for industry and bad for society at 
large. 

A California ballot proposition (65), the 
so-called toxics initiative, is a sterling exam
ple. It's what happens when certain 
groups use the public's misunderstanding 
of toxicology to their own advantage. One 
misconception associated with Proposition 
65 is that naturally occurring chemicals are 
somehow safer than synthetic chemicals. 
In fact, the whole world consists of chemi
cals. Human bodies do not distinguish be
tween the synthetic and natural kinds. 

Actually, some chemicals that occur nat
urally may be more carcinogenic than 
some synthetic agents that cause cancer. 
An example is anatoxin. Found in peanuts, 
it may be a greater cancer danger to hu
mans than some manmade carcinogens 
like ethylene dibromide, a pesticide now 
banned by the Environmental Protection 
Agency. 

So we have a paradox. Parents fix peanut 
butter sandwiches for their kids' lunches, 
then vote for Proposition 65 to make sure 
no amount of potential manmade carcino
gens (no matter how infinitesimal) could 
possibly enter our drinking water. Now, 
I'm not saying that peanut butter sand
wiches threaten public health. I do say, 
however, that public fear of carcinogens is 
out of all proportion to reality. A lot of that 
groundless fear could be prevented if our 
schools placed greater emphasis on sci
ence at all levels. 

So far, I've painted our schools and col
leges as the villains of the piece. However, 
they bear only a share of the blame. If you 
take the view that our schools reflect our 
society, then all of us must accept responsi
bility for the educational mess in which we 
find ourselves. 

As I see it, America has become a short
sighted society. Too many of us are too in
terested in the quick buck, the easy way. 
Too few are willing to foreswear living off 
the productive gains of the past. Today's 
American all too often wants to consume 
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Keeping pace with the increasing 
pace of change. Demands on materials 
researchers are growing exponentially. 
Yei. while the pace of change increases, 
there still isn't any more time in a clay. 
And less room for error than ever 

South Bay Technology is the solution. 
We've helped keep research profes
sionals just ahead of the pace of change 
since 1964. 

SBT equipment, whether stock or 
custom design, brings you quickly and 

How to make 
light work of 
your toughest 

specimen 
preparation 
challenges. 

precisely through even the most delicate 
specimen preparation challenges. Preci
sion wire saws and diamond wheel 
saws give you an as-cut surface that will 
substantially reduce post-cut prepara
tion time, even with brittle or multi-
layered substrate materials. 

Beyond that are the finest lap
ping and polishing fixtures, chemical 
polishers, TEM specimen preparation 
instruments, and metallographic equip
ment and supplies available. All can 
greatly reduce sample preparation time, 
and many complete their tasks with the 
option of continual unattended 
operation. 

A one-step solution to the mounting 
time problem. We've also overcome 
the primary cause of lost time and 
damaged material. The SBT Universal 
Mount lets you bring a specimen 
through every step of the preparation 

remounting. 
The result ? Large damage-free sur

faces are quickly and easily reached, 
even down to the level required for 
TEM observation of undisturbed atoms. 

Information is power - and free -
from SBT. Find out more about how 
SBT can help you keep pace with the 
increasing pace of change. Complete 
the form below and mail it to SBT today. 
Or, for faster service, call us at 
(818) 442-1839. We'll rush you informa
tion about the SBT equipment that really 
can make lighter work of your specimen 
preparation challenges. 

SOUTH BAY TECHNOLOGY inc. 

International Headquarters 
5209 Tyler Avenue 

Temple City, California 91780-3698 
|818| 442-1839 

With offices serving researchers around the world.. 
Australia/New Zealand, Austria/West Germany, France 

Japan. China, Korea, Eastern Europe and the 
United Kingdom. 

Please visit Booth No. 401-402 at the MRS Show in San Diego. April 25-27. 
4 a w 

TELL M E MORE about the South Bay Technology 
products I've checked below. We currently D do D do nqt 
use SBT equipment. 

• Orientation Instruments 
• Wafer Mounting Fixtures 
• Sample Preparation Supplies 
• Complete Product Catalog 

• Slicing Instruments 
• Lapping and Polishing 

Fixtures 
• TEM Sample Preparation 

Equipment 
D Other 

. Title. 

Field/Specialization. 

Company 

Address 

City 

Phone 

. Div./Dept.. 

. State. .ZIP. 
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Research at Unocal 
In 1890, Unocal established the first 

petroleum laboratory in the West. Its 
mission—find a way to make a clean-
burning, colorless form of kerosene 
from California's thick crude oil. Since 
those early days, the importance of re
search at Unocal has increased. 

Unocal is a world leader in the devel
opment of technology for the petroleum 
refining industry. We use hydrogen and 
special catalysts to convert high sulfur 
petroleum oils into clean high-grade 
transportation fuels. 

We have developed a number of liquid 
and gas desulfurization processes, and 
several have been recognized as the best 
available demonstrated technologies to 
control sulfur oxide emissions. 

Unocal leads in the development of 
geothermal energy, and today, we are 
the world's largest producer of geother
mal power. Unocal harnesses enough 
hot steam or water beneath the Earth's 
surface to generate 24 million kilowatt-
hours of electricity per day. That's 
enough power to meet the needs of 1.2 
million people and is the equivalent en
ergy found in 13 million barrels of crude 
oil per year. It's a clean, efficient alter
nate energy for America. 

For more than 40 years, Unocal has 
been seeking an efficient way to make oil 
from shale. Two years ago, we reached a 
milestone in this quest. Now, high-
quality synthetic crude oil is being pro
duced from our shale project in western 
Colorado at approximately 6,000 barrels 
per day and shipped to our Chicago re
finery. This is a major long-term project 
for Unocal, occupying the time and ef
fort of research scientists and engineers 
over many years. 

We've developed new agricultural 
products to take advantage of bans on 
certain herbicides and pesticides. We 
foresaw this pattern a number of years 
ago, and developed products specifi
cally to pose no threat to the environ
ment. They break down into material 
that occurs naturally in the soil, causing 
no harm whatever to groundwater. 

My purpose in reciting some of our 
technological achievements has not 
been to glorify Unocal. Rather, I've used 
them to show you just how much a com
pany like mine relies on research. And 
that reliance must continue if we are to 
survive. 

without creating, spend but not save, win 
but not work. These values—if you can call 
them that—filter down to our children. 
They're deluded into believing that what 
they've been provided will continue when 
they become adults, without much effort 
on their part. Consequently, they coast 
through such difficult subjects as high 
school trigonometry and calculus, unwill
ing or unable to grasp that these courses 
don't come easily, that they must work if 
they are to succeed. 

What can we do to stem this unfortunate 
tide? At Unocal, we're taking several steps. 
My own division, Science and Technology, 
is a sponsor of the Summer Science Insti
tute at the University of California, Irvine 
campus. This program aims to make better 
teachers out of pre-college science instruc
tors. A $1,500 grant pays the tuition and 
living expenses of a teacher for the four-
week course. Each summer, we support 
this program from our immediate area of 
Orange County. I'm happy to report that 
the impact of this program, launched in 
the early 1980s, is being felt. 

At the corporate level, Unocal donated 
more than $1 million directly to education 
last year. Some of the money went toward 
scholarships in geology and petroleum en
gineering. Some went toward grants for 
graduate study, enabling selected students 
to proceed beyond the undergraduate level 
in disciplines related to the petroleum in
dustry. We contributed a sizable amount to 
supplement the salaries of chosen profes
sors at many schools in such fields as me
chanical and petroleum engineering, 
geophysics and geology. We want to en
courage them to continue their teaching ca
reers. 

Unfortunately, all this help, though wel
come and necessary, amounts to no more 
than a drop in the bucket if we are to save 
our schools and secure our future. Fortu
nately, there is an awakening, throughout 
industry, throughout the country, and 
throughout society. The White House 
Council Report on the Health of U.S. Colleges 
and Universities makes several sound rec
ommendations. It calls for a sharp increase 
in federal support for basic research in col
leges and universities. It would broaden 
federal aid for scholarships and other pro
grams to influence bright students toward 
careers in science. It urges more emphasis 
on science and math curricula in all 
schools, colleges and universities. And 

most important, in my opinion, it suggests 
raising minimum standards of education. 
This would ensure that all students master 
the basic literacy and mathematics needed 
to function in a technologically evolving, 
highly competitive world. 

It is encouraging that some state and lo
cal governments seem to be getting the 
message. In 1984, South Carolina passed 
its Education Improvement Act, financed 
by a penny increase in the sales tax. Today, 
the state's average combined math and 
verbal SAT scores have risen 35 points to 
838, the largest increase in the nation. 
Teachers' salaries have grown 48% to an 
average of more than $24,000. They're now 
in line with those in other states. South 
Carolina has established a public Division 
of Accountability to monitor progress. 

Minnesota now allows parents to decide 
which public school their children attend. 
Advocates say that if all else fails to reform 
the schools, free-market forces will. Last 
May, after four years of lobbying by the 
governor and the Minnesota Business Part
nership, the legislature authorized parents 
to send their children to any public school 
in the state. Each child who changes 
schools takes along $3,600 in state tuition. 

These are heartening signs. They indi
cate we are beginning to conquer some of 
the serious ills that infect not only our 
schools but our society. To achieve a com
plete cure will take time. We'll have to be 
patient. This crisis has been years, if not 
two or three decades, in the making. We 
can draw strength, however, from the as
surance that the challenge is not insur
mountable. 

I believe industry must work closely 
with educational institutions and state and 
federal agencies every step of the way. 
Only by working together as a team will we 
be able to make timely and significant pro
gress. 

Cloyd P. Reeg ;'s president of Unocal 
Corporation's Science & Technology and 
Energy Mining Divisions and of Corporate 
Engineering & Construction. He is also a 
corporate vice president. Reeg holds many 
patents in petroleum refining processes, 
catalysts and shale oil. He is a member ofTau 
Beta Pi - engineering honorary society, and Phi 
Lambda Upsilon - honorary chemical society. 
In 1982 he was awarded the Benjamin G. 
Lamme Medal for outstanding engineering 
service. r-\ 
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Your Imagination and Our Superconductor Deposition System 

Supersystem 111 vacuum system with substrate entry lock 

Our Supersystems are versatile vacuum deposition 
• systems making thin film superconductors to your 
specifications. Their adaptable designs are a 
combination of our 35 years experience in 

manufacturing and selling vacuum components, and user 
feedback from the more than 60 systems, Including thirteen 
Supersystems, we have In research facilities throughout 
the USA. Visit our facilities...watch a Supersystem operate 
in our research lab...then note the care and pride we put 
into building Supersystems. 

Supersystem III 
Substrates in Supersystem III can be rotated between four 
'deposit-up' work stations. Each station has either single or 
cluster sputter sources, an evaporation source, laser ablation 
source, an ion gun for cleaning, or other surface treatment and 
measurement equipment. The stations can be used singly, or in 
sequential combination for multiple layers of different materials, 
or in simultaneous combination if co-deposited layers are required. 
The sputter sources can operate in normal or reactive modes. 

Please visit Booth No. 507 at the MRS Show In San Diego, April 25-27. 

The Tbrus® sputter source family 

Substrate heating systems can raise sample temperatures to 400°C 
or 900°C, for annealing and post oxidation. Film rate controllers 
are used to adjust film stoichiometry and control thickness. 

HV and UHV compatible sputter sources are available as 
individual items and as cluster modules. Call or send for 
free brochure. 

esker 
C o m p a n y I 

". . .vacuum science is our business" 
800-245-1656 USA 800-544-3940 CAN 
800-242-0599 (PA) 800-848-5386 (CA) 
FAX 412-233-4275 Telex 710-664-2195 
1515 Worthington Ave., Clairton, PA 15205 
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ggtgn Holders and Conversions for TEMs 

Twin specimen, double tilt holder 

Gatan produced its first double 
tilt specimen holder in 1960 at a 
time when commercial TEMs 
offered only single tilt holders for 
stereo imaging. Since then we 
have made all types of specimen 
holder for almost every make and 
model of TEM. 

Even today specialized speci
men holders and stages remain a 
major part of our business and 
Gatan works closely with the 
leading TEM manufacturers to 
extend the versatility of electron 
microscopes through innovative 
holder design. 

The sophistication of today's 
specimen holders inevitably 
makes them more delicate than 
simple single tilt types. For this 
reason, Gatan maintains excel
lent repair facillities capable of 

short turn around times so that 
should your Gatan holder be 
damaged, you will be without it 
for as short a time as is possible. 

Gatan's designers are all experi
enced microscopists and under
stand the problems of specimen 
loading and manipulation. Our 
innovations include the Hexring™ 
specimen clamping system, the 

Clipring™ cryotransfer clamping 
system, the robust, reliable 
toggle tilt mechanism, the bubble 
free liquid nitrogen dewar and 
the antidrift device (US Patent 
4,703,181). 

Two of our recent products are 
shown here but our complete line 
includes: 

*X-ray analytical (Be) 
Bulk analytical 
360° Continuous Rotation (Be) 
Ultra high tilt analytical 
Twin specimen double tilt (Be) 
Multiple specimen single tilt (Be) 
'Vacuum transfer (Be) 
'Heating 
'Cooling (LN2 and LHe) (Be) 
Cryotransfer system 
Micropositioninganticontaminator 
UHV stages (Philips TEMs) 
Controlled atmosphere cells 
('Double and single tilt available) 

Single tilt, multiple specimen holder 

Please visit Booth No. 505 at the MRS Show in San Diego, April 25-27. 

For further informationon specimen 
holders, TV systems, EELS, PEELS™ 
and TEM specimen preparation 
equipment, please call our main 
sales and service offices at: 

Gatan lnc.,Pleasanton, CA 
Tel. (415)463-0200 

Gatan Inc.Warrendale, PA 
Tel. (412)776-5260 

Gatan GmbH.Munchen, 
Tel. (089) 352374 

FRG 

Gatan Ltd.,High Wycombe, UK 
Tel. (0494) 26211 
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